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Editor’s note 
 

Sports And Catharsis 
 

Followers of the soccer team Atletico de Madrid went through a cathartic 

disappointment after being defeated a few weeks ago by city rival Real Madrid. This time 

perhaps only the most passionate Real Madrid fans wanted the more humble Atletico to lose the 

game. Similar to the New York Yankees, Real Madrid is the richest team in the world of soccer 

and is generally perceived as a representative of how aggressive capitalism can take a team to 

victory.  

Catharsis is a 

powerful feeling. The 

term was first described 

by Aristotle in his 

Poetics referring to the 

emotions that art can 

elicit in a person. In 

Sports, fans can 

indentify with their 

team to the extent of 

interjecting its victories 

and defeats as their own. In these tournaments there is usually a single winner, so the 

accumulation of disappointments of the defeated teams usually contrasts the happiness of the 

winner. This is likely a explanation of why most humans tend to identify themselves as 

followers of a usual winner: Real Madrid, Barcelona, AC Milan, Manchester United and so on. 

It allows for a safety valve of guaranteed happiness that might well protect from depression. 

Nonetheless, the victories of unexpected smaller more humble teams are usually much more 

enjoyed by society as they allow us to dream about the unreachable.  

Sports and public mental health are intimately connected. Two years ago for example, 

the victory of Germany over Brazil in the Soccer World Cup produced a feeling of humiliation 

for an entire nation. Likely affecting suicide rates, violence and the entire politics of the 

 

Collective catharsis due to the team’s success 
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country. Symbolically these tournaments represent the pride of their nations in a better and safer 

way that wars may have done. Nonetheless, taking a Marxist approach to sports and catharsis, 

an argument can be made that sports are the current opium of the people in society. In that case, 

the repressing authorities of an unfairly distributed world would anesthetize the people with 

sports and games. They would make them feel proud of their victories knowing the addictive 

nature of sports. Victims of predatory capitalism, sport followers would easily be eager to pay a 

big cut of their relatively low salaries in private TV channels to watch games or buy expensive 

jerseys (covered with advertisements) and other relatively useless sport related memorabilia.  

 

Fernando Espi Forcen, M.D., Ph.D. 

Contact: fespiforcen@gmail.com 
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Icons of Psychiatry 
 

 
Chess At A Cultural Crossroads:  

The Libro De Axedrez Of Alfonso X Of Castile 
 
 

Carlos Espi Forcen, Ph.D., Department of Art History, University of Murcia, Spain 

 

Chess is generally and 

internationally considered a sport because 

it implies an intense and intellectual battle 

between two opponents that generally 

participate in a tournament or competition. 

Its earliest form was developed in India in 

the Early Middle Ages, after that it was 

widely known and studied in the Islamic 

world and finally reached the Latin West 

through the translation of Arabic treatises 

during the 12th century. Chess was soon 

integrated in Western culture as it is 

proven by an early depiction of a chess 

game on the late 12th century mosaics of 

Saint Savino church in Piacenza, Italy. 

Nonetheless, the most creative and 

accurate depiction of chess took place 

almost a century later in the Christian 

kingdom of Castile under the rulership of Alfonso X called the Wise. The Libro de axedrez, 

dados e tablas (Book of chess, dice and boardgames) was finished in Seville in 1283 one year 

before the king’s death and is today preserved in the Real Biblioteca de El Escorial in Madrid. 

Even if the illustrations were added after the text was completed, both artists and writers seem 

to have a good knowledge of the game due to the fact that the 150 illustrations of the book 

clearly depict the strategies explained in the text. Since chess arrived to Christian Europe 

through Arabic treatises, most of the strategies have an Islamic origin: their purpose is to try to 

 

Fig. 1 Two Muslims playing chess, Fol. 12r, Libro 
de axedrez, Biblioteca de El Escorial, Madrid, 
Spain. 
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make the king of the opponent flee until is cornered on the board and finally captured. However, 

some strategies differ from the traditional Arabic ones and offer an innovative way to 

checkmate the king with a trap that maybe discovered by the rival only in the last two or three 

moves. These original strategies seem to have been developed directly at Alfonso’s court, where 

chess was usually played and studied. 

Medieval courtly 

culture included chess; thus, 

the education of any prince 

or nobleman involved chess 

along with other activities 

such as music, literature, 

riding, falconry or hunting. 

Both chess and hunting were 

viewed an essential training 

for a young apprentice to be 

prepared for the war. 

Hunting could improve the 

knight’s practical skills, 

whereas chess would 

enhance his mental ability to 

conceive a strategy that 

could defeat the army of the 

enemy. Many of the 

depictions on the Libro de axedrez precisely show how chess was perceived as a battle between 

two enemies of different religion or social status. Christians, Muslims, Jews, clerics, black 

servants or women play chess on the miniatures of Alfonso’s book. Frequently we see 

depictions of players of the same creed, a good example is the miniature on fol. 12r that shows 

two Muslims with turbans and swords playing a game in a clear Islamic context provided by the 

multilobed arches of the architecture (fig. 1,  frontpage). The last image of the manuscript on 

fol. 64r contains a Christian knight playing chess against an armed Muslim inside an Islamic 

tent, as it is made clear by the Arabic inscription on it and the flying flag with Arabic characters. 

It has been suggested that it could depict a historic game between Alfonso VI of Castile and Ibn 

Ammar, a Muslim ambassador from the Court of Seville. We know of this game through 

Islamic sources that maintain that Alfonso VI lost the game, which is actually what it is going to 

happen on this illustration. Nevertheless, the identification of the Christian player with Alfonso 

VI remains problematic since he bears no royal insignia and it could be argued that Alfonso X 

 
Fig. 2 A Christian and a Muslim playing chess. Fol. 
64r, Libro de axedrez, Biblioteca de El Escorial, 
Madrid, Spain. 
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would not have allowed that the book finishes with the defeat of his forerunner by a Muslim 

player. No matter the identity of the Christian player, it is taking place an intellectual battle 

between a Christian and Muslim, just like many other battles in the context of the Reconquista 

where both religions had victories and defeats. (fig. 2) Chess is nowadays a sport, a leisure 

activity or a resource to improve intellectual capacity, but in the Late Middle Ages it was also a 

basic training for war as part of the education of rulers. 

Contact: orestedruso@gmail.com 
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Essays 
 

 

Sports And Heroism 

Simon Wein, M.D., Pain and Palliative Care Service, Davidoff Cancer Center, Petach Tikva, Israel 

 
Epigram 

 

George Orwell said: Serious sport has nothing to do with fair play. It is bound up with 

hatred, jealousy, boastfulness, disregard of all rules and sadistic pleasure in witnessing violence. 

In other words, it is war minus the shooting. 

 

Life & Death 

Sport tells one a great deal about character and personality since it is a matter of life and 

death. 

Fear of losing is the fear of death if only death by shame. And we know that people kill 

themselves for shame or for honour. 

George Foreman famously said when he had been knocked down by Mohammed Ali in 

1974 in the 'Rumble in the Jungle' that he suddenly realized this was not a game but a matter of 

life and death. 

Heroism 

The unstated goal of all sportspeople is to be a hero.  

Becker considered heroism an essential psychological strut of the character: ‘Heroism is 

first and foremost a reflex of the fear of death’ (1). That is, in response to the fear of death one 

adopts an heroic posture. If the fear of death is everywhere then so might be heroism, since 

heroism represses fear. Becker: ‘It doesn’t matter whether the cultural hero-system is magical, 

religious and primitive; or secular, scientific and civilized. (It provides a) feeling of primary 

value, of cosmic specialness, of ultimate usefulness to creation, of unshakeable meaning.’ (1) If 

I can show my colleagues or adoring home crowd, that I went out into the big world and against 

the odds conquered the enemy (war, cancer) or opponent (politics, sport) then I will be hoisted 

onto their grateful shoulders as a hero.  
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In society at large one can be a hero in endeavors such as culture, sport, war, morality 

and adventure. Upon careful analysis each of these heroic endeavors has the two essential 

elements of heroism – being an exception to the rule, and, in standing in the face of death. 

Furthermore, people who hero-worship, are vicariously swept along with the hero and are able 

to repress their own fear of death. It is unclear who needs whom more – the hero or the adoring 

fans. Both feed off each other in order to experience the sense of specialness which protects 

them from a sense of insignificance which is of course, a sliver of death. 

Walter Mitty the fictional hen-pecked husband (2) imagines himself in series of five 

day-dreams, as a hero in situations of life and death. In one of the stories he is a world-famous 

surgeon brought in at the last moment to help sort out a case of ‘Obstreosis of the ductal tract. 

Tertiary’, in a personal friend of Roosevelt’s. In another he is a fearless death-defying war pilot: 

’"It's forty kilometers through hell, sir," said the sergeant. Mitty finished one last brandy. "After 

all," he said softly, "what isn't?"’. And so forth.  

 

Conclusion 

All sports are a matter of life and death. Winning is better than losing but it is the process that is 

even more important since we all eventually lose and die. 

Contact: simonwe@clalit.org.il 
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Articles 
 
The Future Of Sports And Psychiatry 

 

Atif Muhammad, M.D., Department of Psychiatry, Rush University Medical Center, Chicago, IL 

 

The biopsychosocial model was first introduced in 1977 by a psychiatrist named 

George Engle.  The sole purpose of the model was to take the three main factors that 

contribute to the makeup of an individual and apply that information to help with the 

management of a patient’s illness.  Engle was trying to use the biological, social, and 

psychological factors to treat medical conditions of patients.  His first case for the 

model was a 55 year old patient who just underwent a myocardial infarction.  Engle 

believed that the patient’s current condition had more to do with just the biological 

component of their heart muscle being deprived of oxygen but some social and 

psychological factors that contributed to the illness.  The model is now used by many 

doctors to diagnose, treat and manage patients with a variety of medical conditions. 

 Sports psychiatry is a relatively new field.  The title is self-explanatory, 

psychiatrists who specialize in mental illness for professional athletes.  Whether its 

helping an athlete overcome some form of substance abuse or managing a patient with 

his/her bout of depression, sports psychiatry is an up and coming field.  Recently, 

professional teams have started not to invest only in players, but in psychiatrists as well.  

Before professional teams draft or recruit a player, they get a chance to meet with them.  

The NFL has an event for future professional football players in late February called the 

Combine, where players come and workout to show off their physical attributes as an 

athlete.  They participate in certain football drills, strength training exercises, and speed 

training.  What professional teams do is they hire psychiatrists to meet with the athletes 

to psychoanalyze them.  Psychiatrists try to get a gauge on which athletes would be the 

best fit for their team.   

 Professional sports is a billion dollar industry.  Sports has not only become a 

hobby for most but many people describe it as an integral part of their lifestyle.  So it is 
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not only benefiting professional organizations but also the general population.  It is a 

way for people to relate to one another and a sense of self-worth and importance.  

Sports franchises are well aware of how important a team can be to the city and 

understand how imperative it is for the franchise to be successful.  Professional teams 

are built on winning.  If teams are not winning, they will not have an impact on the city, 

which will ultimately decrease profit.  Many people don’t realize but a professional 

sports team can drastically improve the economy of a city.   LeBron James, a 6 foot 9 

inch Cleveland native basketball player, decided to come back and play for his 

hometown in 2014.  Bloomberg reported that the Cleveland cavaliers paying James 21 

million a year will increase the economy of Cleveland 215 million every year he plays 

for the organization.   With that being said, many organizations look at these athletes as 

an investment. 

Professional organizations understand in order for the franchise to be successful, 

they must recruit a team that can bring in a winning season.  The team has two main 

components, coaches and players.  A well experienced coach with the right players is 

the recipe for a successful winning team.  The biopsychosocial model is the premise of 

what psychiatrists must use to make a decision on which athletes to recruit for.  

Biological, social, and psychological are the key components of the model, and each 

component should have a key role in a psychiatrist’s decision, whether the athlete is a 

good investment or not. 

The biological component of the model gives the psychiatrist an idea of the 

genetic makeup of the individual.  Weight, height, strength, skillset, talent, speed, IQ, 

reflexes are just a few of the factors that contribute to the biology of the athlete.  Out of 

the three principles of the model, biological is one of the more objective measures of the 

model and is not as complicated compared to the social or psychological components.  

Vincent “Bo” Jackson was one of the best athletes to play sports.  He was 6’2”, 220 

pounds and ran the 40 meter in a lightening 4.12 seconds at the combine.  He began his 

career in sports in high school and was an all American athlete for track, baseball and 

football.     Bo being a native of Alabama decided to attend Auburn University on a full 

athletic scholarship and played baseball and football for the program.  His coaches 

would describe Bo as the easiest athlete to ever coach.  Bo won the Heisman trophy in 

1985, a prestigious award that signified the best college football player for that year.  He 

was picked in the first round as the first pick in the 1986 NFL draft, but decided to play 
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baseball instead due to personal reasons.  Jackson then was drafted by the Kansas city 

royals in the fourth round and started off his career as a baseball player.  In 1987, the 

LA Raiders signed Bo 

Jackson as their starting 

running back.  His contract 

was set up to play baseball 

until the MLB season was 

over, and was eligible then 

to play in the NFL.  Bo 

Jackson is the only athlete 

in American sports to play 

in the all-star game for 

football and baseball.  In 

1991, due to a freak injury 

during an NFL game, Bo dislocated his femur from his pelvis.  The dislocation severed 

his femoral artery which led to necrosis of the cartilage attaching the femur to the 

pelvis, which required a hip replacement.  In 1993, Bo returned to MLB to play baseball 

for the Chicago white sox.  He was the first person in sports history to be a professional 

athlete with an artificial hip.  He retired in 1995.  Bo’s sports career was based on his 

intangible ability to play sports due to his tremendous speed and size.   He had great 

hand eye coordination along with a high IQ to be a successful professional athlete on 

the professional national level for two sports.  Unfortunately, his career was cut short 

due to his injury but many perceived him to have had the potential to become a hall of 

famer in two sports.   

 The Social component is more subjective than the other two components.  There 

are many factors that contribute here, like social support, family background, 

interpersonal relationships, cultural/religious beliefs, and socioeconomic status.  Isiah 

Thomas, a two time NBA champion and 12 time all-star, was born in the west side of 

Chicago, infamously known as one of the toughest areas in the city.  He grew up with 9 

older brothers and sisters.  Isiah described his childhood as waking up everyday and 

trying to figure out where his next meal would come from.  Heroin was something that 

took the town by storm where Isiah grew up and his brothers fell victim to it.  Two of 

his brothers passed away during Isiah’s childhood, one from HIV and another from 

 

Bo Jackson 

Source: larrybrownsports.com 
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alcohol.  Isiah stayed out of trouble by playing basketball in local pickup games and by 

learning from his older brother Larry, an ex-athlete who lost his chance at playing pro 

basketball.  The Chicago native got his big break when he was recruited to play high 

school basketball at St. Joseph High School, a private school.  Isiah’s commute 

consisted of waking up at 4:30 am, catching 4 buses, one train, and walking 1.5 miles, 

one way to school.  By his junior year of high school, Isiah had the attention of many 

different college basketball programs.  He decided to attend Indiana University, coached 

by the best, Bobby Knight.  While Thomas played in college, he went through many 

difficult obstacles.  His 

mother became ill and had 

a difficult time paying the 

bills at home.  His best 

friend also passed away 

while he was away for 

college.  Through his 

difficulties, Isiah 

persevered.   He led Indiana 

to a national championship 

in his sophomore year.  He 

forgoes his junior year, and 

decides to enter the NBA draft in 1981, to be the second pick overall.  Jack Mcklosky, 

the general manager of the pistons said Isiah’s biggest asset was his heart.  He was the 

toughest person he has ever come across, and that is what made him so great.  Isiah was 

able to succeed in life due to his lifestyle his first 20 years, which was fighting for his 

life everyday.  He described living in the west side of Chicago as trying to survive and 

if it wasn’t for the tough mean streets of Chicago, he wouldn’t have been able to 

develop the character that allowed him to succeed in the NBA.    

 The psychological component of the model deals with the way a person thinks 

and carries themselves that contributes to their overall health.  This includes a person’s 

personality, behavior, coping and social skills, attitude, emotions, and self-esteem.   

When looking at a player who has a high psychological profile, Tom Brady fits the 

mole.   Brady’s struggle in football began in high school.  As a freshman, he was a 

backup quarterback for a team that went 0-8.  He ended up getting the starting spot 

 

Isaiah Thomas playing against The Bulls 

Source: complex.com 
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because the starting quarterback decided to 

quit.  His resilience continued when he 

began playing football for the University of 

Michigan.  Brady was one of 6 quarterbacks 

on the team.  He ended up getting the 

starting quarter back spot in his junior year, 

winning 10 of his 11 starts.  His senior year, 

he had to try out for his spot against a 

freshman who was known to be one of the 

best recruits in the college season.  Brady 

lost his spot to the freshman and was only 

put back in the starting lineup when the 

freshman played poorly.  He finished his 

college career winning the orange bowl before entering the NFL draft.  Brady was 

picked in the 6th round, 199th pick by the New England Patriots, which is a low pick.  

Sixteen years later, Brady’s resume includes 11-time pro bowl appearances, 3 time 

super bowl MVP and 4 time super bowl champion.  Coaches describe Brady’s success 

was built on a foundation of confidence and positive attitude when put in difficult 

situations.  Brady’s core belief was that he was the best quarterback for the team 

wherever he was.  He believed this because his work ethic reinforced that he put in the 

time and work in order to have that high self-esteem.   

 The biopsychosocial model is the framework that will allow psychiatrists to 

decide whether different athletes can have success for themselves as well as the 

professional organizations they work for.  There is no right or wrong equation when it 

comes to the model to find an answer.  It all comes down to how each component 

affects an athlete, and if that affect causes a positive or a negative outcome for them.  

Some athletes might have a similar upbringing but depending on how that upbringing 

affects that person, one might have success in that environment while another might 

have disappointment.  There are many athletes out there who were not the most 

biologically gifted, but due to their hard work and social support, they were able to find 

success.  On the contrary, there are athletes who are just genetically gifted but due to the 

lack of work ethic, they never pan out to their  full potential.  By using this model, 

psychiatrists can have evidence on which athletes to invest in for their team, depending 

 

Tom Brady in High School 

Source: bostinno.streetwise.com 
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on the mentality of the organization.  Some organizations want more objective measures 

like in the biological component, while others want strong subjective measures as in 

social or psychological.  The model conveys a flexible, versatile outline that 

psychiatrists will be able to use in order to bring success for not only the organization 

but the players that dedicate their whole life to inspire the people around them.  

 

Contact: atif_muhammad@rush.edu 
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Sport Events And Post-Industrial Society: 

Understanding Sport Events From A Sociological 

Perspective 
 

Barbara Maussier, Ph.D.,  Departament de Physical Activity and Sport Sciences, Faculty of Sports, 

Catholic University of Murcia, Spain 

Despite various antecedents in the nineteenth century, sport has only just begun to rouse 

the interest of the social sciences, since sports, along with other leisure activities were 

considered marginal and therefore unworthy of sociological interpretation. In what we 

nowadays term the postindustrial society, leisure has acquired a new relevance both in 

quantitative and qualitative terms.The joint effect of technological progress, organizational 

development, globalization, mass media and mass education has produced a society where 

leisure is no longer considered peripheral to the central pillar of work (1). In this new context, 

where, at least in the developed part of the world, people are richer, more educated, media 

literate and “globalized”, the crisis involving the old agents of socialization has generated a 

postmodern relativism that leaves a creative space for leisure, determining its new social 

function in terms of identity 

construction, the search for meaning 

and the creation of authentic 

relationships. Sports events, through 

different forms of participation 

(amateur, professional, direct, indirect 

etc.) are among the most widespread 

leisure practices, and have become 

gatherings for the sharing of 

experiences, value systems and 

lifestyles, and may even be interpreted 

as the new socializing agents of 

postindustrial society (2). 

Some reflection on the ethical function of sport is perhaps called for, and this is what we 

propose below 

 

Fig.1. Muhammad Ali lights the 

Olympic Flame at Atlanta 1996 
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According to Martelli and Porro (3), the evolution of post-industrial society seems to 

have questioned the traditional values associated with sport by the Olympic Movement. The 

“Sporting Spectacle”, which has become the more socially relevant and more visible form of 

sport and which is sustained by the triangle of sports-media-sponsor, following the wave of 

change associated with the post-industrial society, proposes different values and disvalues. 

Moragas (4) states that the Sporting Spectacle has rituals, and that the analysis of these rituals 

represents valuable information for the 

understanding of cultural structures of contemporary 

society. In them we find the values and disvalues of 

contemporary society: celebration, friendship, 

identification, but also violence, hooliganism and 

xenophobia. 

 

  

 

 

 

Fig.2  Zinedine Zidane head-

butts Italian defender Marco 

Materazzi during the 2006 

World Cup final in Berlin. 

 

 

Fig. 3 After various acts of 

violence, Gennaro De Tommaso, 

 known as “Genny `a 

Carogna”, decided the beginning 

of the Final of the Coppa Italia 

between Napoli and Fiorentina 

at the Olympic Stadium in Rome 
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Martelli and Porro (3) also argue that in the postmodern evolution of sport, new positive values 

emerge such as: 

- The search for balance between body and mind through fitness; 

- The maintenance of good health and wellness, through non-competitive physical activity that 

can also be practiced in non-equipped 

sites and / or outdoors; 

- The desire to establish and / or 

maintain positive relationships with 

others and / or with nature through sport 

and physical activity. 

By definition, sport events are the actual 

games or meets during which sport 

activity occurs. There are many formats 

of sports events (5), one classification 

being as follows: 

• Professional or amateur; 

• Indoor or outdoor 

• Regularly scheduled or one-time 

• Local, regional, national or international in scope 

• For participants, for spectators, or both 

• Sports festival single-or multi-sports events 

 

Fig.4 Livia doing some Yoga on the beach 
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These become important social phenomena and are believed to have considerable economic, 

socio-cultural, and political effects on the destination and on the communities that host them.  

 

The management and staging of events leads to different types of direct and indirect 

impacts that are generally classified into six broad areas: economic (including tourism), 

physical, sociocultural, 

psychological, political 

and environmental.  

Much of the research 

undertaken in the sports 

event area is focused on 

economic impacts, but, 

during the last decade, 

social, cultural and psychological event impact studies have increasingly become an area of 

interest to researchers and a number of studies have been conducted into these often intangible 

consequences of sports events (6).Participation in sports events provides opportunities for 

people to come together to socialize and be entertained, and to develop contacts, friendships and 

networks. Other key impacts include improved community spirit and pride; the enhancement of 

cultural traditions, attitudes, beliefs and values; intercultural learning; as well as the capacity to 

control community development (8, 9, 10). Finally, sports events can also act as boosters for 

social inclusion and social identity, and, as such, are increasingly recognized as a national 

priority in many countries. 

 

 

In contrast, other 

studies have found that sports 

events can potentially reduce 

the quality of life of residents 

who are directly or indirectly 

affected by their existence. 

Several authors have identified 

an increase in antisocial 

behavior, criminal activity, 

violence and arrests during the staging of sports events (11, 12).  

 

Fig. 5 Ruta de las Fortalezas, Cartagena, Spain 

 

 

Fig. 6. Athletes in Paralympic Games in 

Arunachal Pradesh 
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Participants in contemporary sport events can be interpreted as the new tribes described 

by Maffesoli. Through their participation in this postmodern celebration, they share a common 

set of interests, lifestyles and tastes, which represent the new symbolic codes by means of which 

they build their identity. 

In other words, within the media society, through the consumption of sports events, we 

learn the cultural meaning and values that shape our understandings, experiences, and identities. 

The anthropology of such events, however, shows that their celebratory nature generates a 

liminoid space that potentially favors the 

rewriting of new cultural codes, aimed at 

social transformation, in particular through 

the creation of a sense of communitas(13). 

To activate and amplify the sense of 

liminality and communitas, event 

organizers and planners of the host 

community should encourage social 

interaction and encourage the celebratory 

dimension, allowing socializing with the visitors, creating related social events, facilitating 

informal social opportunities, and producing thematised events. The narratives, symbols, 

meanings that result can then be used to solve social problems, build networks and strengthen 

actions in the community. 

 

 

From a literature review of event studies it is possible to identify the different motivations 

of the sports event goers/participants such as:  

- challenge; 

 

Fig. 7 Scarfs of the Rugby World Cup 

with the colors of the opposite teams 

together 

 

 

 

Fig. 8 Hooligans’s Moms used as Security in Brazilian Football Match 
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- fun; 

- training; 

- learning; 

- celebration; 

- nostalgia; 

- interaction and social bonding; 

- ethics 

- aesthetics 

These new motivations have allowed “serious tourists” to develop a “tourist career” (14) 

studying issues related to an event, seeking a high quality of service, and, above all, seeking the 

added value given by the relational capital  that an event can offer through its staff and the host 

community. In this new scenario, contemporary sports events are often organized to promote 

intercultural relations, gender equality and social inclusion. These objectives are not 

automatically achieved by the sport itself but, rather, depend on the way the sport is organized, 

is represented and integrated in a wider range of performing and expressive activities. If 

strategically planned and managed, sports events can be powerful catalysts for social 

development within and between communities. Event Studies scholars have recently begun to 

talk about Sustainable Event Management. Sustainability in this case becomes a key 

requirement for the success of the event, not only from an economic point of view, but also 

environmental and above all social. A sustainable event is expressed in the planning of the 

organizational and communicative dimension, minimizing the potential adverse effects and 

leaving a positive legacy for all stakeholders involved as a long-term perspective. 

Conclusions 

Sport Event Management does not escape the ethical commitment of postmodern 

society but, instead, is subject to the current requirements of sustainable development.  Sports 

events, in this sense, can renew the ethical dimension of sport, planning sustainability, in the 

organizational dimension (human, financial, material and cultural resources) and 

communicative dimension (institutional, marketing and internal) of the event, starting from the 

ideation and planning phases. This leads us to reflect on the pedagogical function of leisure and 

the new ethical potentials that sport events may develop. 
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Cinema and Psychiatry 
 

Rocky And The Stages Of Life 
Fernando Espi Forcen, M.D., Ph.D., Department of Psychiatry, Rush University, Chicago, IL

 

Sylvester Stallone offers a moralizing view of the American Dream in his famous saga. 

Through his alter ego “Rocky Balboa,” a humble boxer from the streets of Philadelphia, 

Stallone keeps a clear and solid message: keep true to yourself.  

In Rocky (1976) Stallone 

reflects on his own personal 

struggles to succeed as an actor. 

The main character of the film, 

Rocky Balboa, is a debt collector 

working for the mob. One day he is 

picked by the world champion 

Apollo Creed to fight for the 

United States Bicentennial because 

he likes the nickname “Italian 

Stallion.” All the odds are against 

Rocky but his trainer Mickey and 

his love Adrian help him find the 

confidence to face the challenge. 

Initially Rocky keeps his expectations low, he does not want to win, he just does not want to get 

knocked out. After hard training he finally resists the whole battle but loses by a split decision. 

Apollo wins the battle but Rocky gains respect. 

While the first sequel (1979) keeps the same spirit of the original one, in the third 

(1982) and fourth (1985) films of the saga Stallone reflects on his struggles with success. Rocky 

is now wealthy and famous but finds out that vanity can become his worst enemy. He must 

return to his humble roots and values in order to reorient himself and avoid getting lost by the 

banality of success. In the fifth (1990) film of the saga Stallone talks about coping with 

 

After a run, Rocky clims the stairs of the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art (1976) 
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retirement in a resilient way. Here, 

he finds out that after the fight with 

Russian champion Ivan Drago, 

who also killed his friend Apollo, 

he suffered from brain trauma. In 

boxers there are characteristic 

lesions in the basal ganglia that can 

slow psychomotor activity, 

provoke Parkinsonism and 

cognitive problems. This condition 

is known as dementia pugilistica. 

In the film, Rocky meets young boxer Tommy Gunn and believes he can mentor him to success. 

However Tommy seems physically ready but not emotionally prepared.  

The last two films: Balboa (2006) and Creed (2015) portray Rocky in the third stage of 

life. In Balboa Rocky is grieving the loss of lifelong love Adrian. Like the lion that goes back to 

his birthplace at the end of life, Rocky has moved back to the Italian neighborhood of 

Philadelphia where he owns an Italian restaurant and entertains the clients with his stories. After 

virtual comparison with the current world champion, an aging Rocky feels he can still fight. 

Here Stallone teaches us that with commitment, discipline, and courage, we can overcome our 

fears to surpass the limits beyond expectation. In this film, Rocky has a strained relationship 

with his son, who seems to have a hard time coping with his father charisma and popularity. In 

real life, the children 

of very successful 

people often struggle 

to find a meaningful 

life. They can find 

themselves 

questioning their own 

talent and skills under 

the shade of their 

parents. Perhaps 

feeling overwhelmed 

by their parents’ success, they withdraw without trying, or maybe they get the financial but not 

the emotional support and attention needed. In Creed Stallone has also lost his best friend, 

Adrian’s brother Paulie. In this film, Rocky meets Donnie Creed, the son of an extramarital 

relation of Apollo. Rocky is initially reluctant but agrees to train him to fight Ricky Conlan. In 

 

Rocky fights cancer in Creed (2015) 

Apollo supports Rocky to be back at 
the top (1982) 
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the meantime Rocky faces the most important fight of his life. He gets diagnosed with 

lymphoma and refuses chemotherapy feeling that it will be useless, as it did not save Adrian. In 

the realms of psycho-oncology, patients very often make decisions based on experiences of 

having seen a loved one fight cancer. Though in cancer every person and setting is different, 

these experiences can significantly impact patients’ decisions making. Here, Donnie gives 

Rocky the support needed to face his ultimate fight. In the final scene, Donnie and a recovering 

Rocky stand up the stairs of the Philadelphia Museum of Art.  

In an Eriksonian way, through the Rocky film saga, Stallone portrays his view of the 

different stages of life in adulthood: intimacy vs. isolation in the first and second film; 

generativity vs. stagnation is the third, fourth and fifth films and integrity vs. despair in the 

latter ones. Stallone’s alter ego, Rocky, reminds us that the limits in our lives are not 

predetermined: it is possible to be free if only you are able to keep true to yourself.
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Music and Psychiatry  

Robert Schumann, El Genio Tras La Enfermedad
 

Manuel Alfocea, M.D. Candidate, University of Murcia, Spain

 
“Hay días en los que veo pasar nubes opresivas por todos los rostros” 

(Robert Schumann) 

 

“Vengo de una raza célebre por el vigor de su imaginación y el ardor de sus pasiones. Los 

hombre me han llamado loco; pero todavía no se sabe si la locura es o no es la más sublime 

inteligencia; si gran parte de todo lo que es glorioso, de lo que es profundo, no proviene de la 

enfermedad del pensamiento, de los estados de ánimo de una mente exaltada a expensas del 

intelecto.” 

Edgar Allan Poe. “Eleonora”. 

 

“¡Cuán parecidos son el genio y la locura! Aquellos a los que el cielo ha bendecido o 

maldecido están más o menos sujetos a estos síntomas, los padecen con más o menos 

frecuencia, de manera más o menos violenta. Se les encierra o encadena, o bien se les erigen 

estatuas.” 

Denis Diderot. 

 

¿Qué tienen en común personajes tan célebres de la Historia de la Humanidad como Sir 

Isaac Newton, Mozart, Beethoven, Van Gogh, Dalí, Kafka, Munch, Virginia Wolf, Ernest 

Hemingway o Edgar Allan Poe?….. sólo por citar unos pocos nombres. Seguramente lo primero 

que diríamos es que el factor común a todos es la genialidad. Desde luego no estaríamos 

equivocados. Pero también hay otro punto donde convergen las vidas de estos prodigios: todos 

padecieron algún tipo de lo que consideramos enfermedad mental. 
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No vamos a entrar en consideraciones de cómo pueden influir las enfermedades 

mentales en el especial desarrollo ya sea de capacidades artísticas o científicas. En las próximas 

líneas únicamente intentaremos esbozar, dar una pequeña pincelada sobre uno  de los mayores 

genios de la Música de todos los tiempos, enfocándolo sólo desde los episodios que marcaron su 

vida relacionados con el trastorno mental que padeció, el sufrimiento que le causó y, aún a pesar 

de éste, la extraordinaria obra que nos legó. 

Robert Alexander Schumann, nació en Zwickau (Alemania) el  8 de junio de 1810 en el 

seno de una familia volcada en el mundo literario. Su padre August Schumann, era librero y 

editor. Robert, estimulado por sus padres mantuvo una inclinación literaria y comenzó estudios 

de piano a muy temprana edad, componiendo sus primeras piezas musicales a los siete años. 

Cuando Robert tenía 16 años, falleció su padre y, a los pocos días su hermana Emilia se 

suicidó. Este episodio marcaría la vida de Schumann y, a raíz de esta traumática experiencia, 

comienza a padecer episodios de ansiedad y pánico. Teme volverse loco. Con 18 años inició la 

carrera de Derecho por deseo de su madre, para abandonarla poco tiempo después para centrarse 

de nuevo en la música. 

A los dieciocho años sufre las 

primeras crisis de pánico las cuales él 

mismo definió como locura. En sus 

propias palabras: “El corazón me latía 

terriblemente y me puse pálido, sentí 

como si estuviera muerto..o como si 

estuviera perdiendo el juicio.... No lo 

había perdido, pero creí perderlo. 

Verdaderamente me había vuelto loco” 

(Jamison, op. Cit.:195).  

Tras sufrir una lesión irreversible 

en el cuarto dedo de su mano derecha 

como consecuencia de una artilugio 

inventado por el mismo para afinar su 

técnica como pianista, lo que le causó un 

gran golpe anímico, se le sumó la muerte 

de su hermano Julius y de su cuñada 

Rosalie, ambos víctimas de una epidemia 

de cólera. Estas muertes agravarían en Robert sus crisis de ansiedad, siendo víctima de  ataques 

de pánico frecuentes. Su idea de estarse “volviendo loco” se incrementaba. 

 

Robert Schumann 

Source: wikipedia.org 
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El 27 de febrero de 1854, presa de una terrible crísis de angustia (se dice que muy 

preocupado por la epidemia de cólera que afectaba Europa), salió de su casa y se arrojó al Rhin, 

siendo rescatado con vida. Después del intento suicida, ingresó voluntariamente en el hospital 

psiquiatrico de Endenich, donde permaneció hasta su muerte, dos años después. Falleció el 29 

de julio de 1856, a los cuarenta y seis años, en compañía de Clara, su adorada esposa.  

Tras la muerte de su marido, su viuda, extraordinaria y afamada pianista se dedicó a 

difundir su  obra  por toda Europa hasta su muerte 40 años después. 

Sobre la enfermedad que afectó a Schumann se ha especulado mucho, esquizofrenía, 

neurosífilis, trastorno bipolar....sea cual fuere la patología que padeció no fue obstáculo para 

que nos dejara obras maravillosas e irrepetibles. El genio prevaleció a la enfermedad. 

Contact: manuel_alfocea@yahoo.es 
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Book Reviews 
 

The Diary Of Vaslav Nijinsky 
Lala Park, M.D. Candidate, Rush University Medical Center, Chicago, IL

  

‘I danced frightening things. They 

were frightened of me and therefore thought 

that I wanted to kill them. I do not want to kill 

anyone. I loved everyone, but no one loved 

me, and therefore I became nervous’. 

(Nijinsky, 6-7) Why would you read 300 

pages of disorganized writing like this, full of 

delusions and aphorisms with little rationale, 

lucid thoughts interrupting only occasionally? 

You would, if you are a dance aficionado, if 

you are a fan of Vaslav Nijinsky.  

It’s easy to romanticize Nijinsky’s 

ballet, with so many written accounts and 

reenactments but no film recordings of his original performance -- his modern day fans 

can only imagine what his legendary gravity-defying leap would have looked like. The 

diary was written in 1919 over 6 weeks, shortly before Nijinsky was institutionalized. 

After reading this, it’s not difficult to romanticize his madness either, as a surreal union 

of a man and God. After all, the book is signed by ‘God & Nijinsky’. 

Once dubbed ‘God of dance,’ Nijinsky was undoubtedly the most famous male 

dancer and choreographer of Ballet Russes, which was an iconic troupe established by 

impresario Sergei Diaghilev in the early 20th century to export Russian ballet to the 

West. Nijinsky’s dance and choreography inspired many of his contemporary artists like 

Modigliani and Rodin. It’s been almost a century, and people are still trying to imagine 

and reconstruct Nijinski’s original choreography in movies, plays, dance, and music 
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performances.  

Nijinsky was born to Polish parents, grew up in Russia, and worked in France. 

Living in the World War era as a Russian led him to interment twice. Amidst his 

lifelong financial struggle, Nijinsky made a Faustian bargain with Diaghilev who 

became his lover and subsequently elevated him into stardom at Ballet Russes. To 

borrow his contemporary Nietzsche, Nijinsky was Dionysus, much like the Faun 

character he played in the ballet L'après-midi d'un Faune (Afternoon of a Faun), 

equipped with physical brilliance and primitive creativity. Diaghilev was Apollo, an 

intelligent businessman who nurtured young artists like Nijinsky. Together they enjoyed 

a dramatic but brief success; their relationship ended when Nijinsky married a woman. 

Ballet Russes descended into dormancy, and Nijinski into madness.  

Nijinsky was barely 30 when Paul Eugen Bleuler, who coined the term 

‘schizophrenia’, diagnosed him with it. Nijinsky spent the following 30 years till his 

death touring sanatoriums, in and out of catatonic stupor. For a master of movements, 

can life turn out more tragic than that?  

Even if you are not a fan of Nijinski, even if you don’t suffer from his illness, as 

a fellow human being, it’s not difficult to relate to his internal struggle -- recorded 

painfully raw in his diary. 

  

Contact: lala_park@rush.edu 
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Free Text 

Drusus: On The Relationship With The Other 
Anonymous, 1st Century before The Technological Collapse  

 

Introduction 

Drusus is chronologically the first dialogue of a series involving a character named 

Fernando. The dialogues were written between year 2040 and 2080 of what is today known as 

the beginning of the end of the Christian Era. This compels a time of over 2000 years in which a 

majority of human beings identified themselves as followers of the teachings of a Jewish 

prophet named Jesus of Nazareth.  

The author of these dialogues is unknown but scholars agree that they were likely 

written by one of Fernando’s students. The dialogues are considered neo-Platonic with an 

influence from prior authors such as Seneca, Marcus Aurelius, Plotinus, Hegel, Freud, Lacan, 

Houellebecq and Žižek among others. These texts were lost for nearly a thousand years after the 

technological collapse crisis  but were recovered with electronic archeology procedures. Though 

unknown at their time, these dialogues marked a thousand years later a new era of critical 

thinking in society that remains today.  

Little is known about the biography of Fernando, the central character in most 

dialogues. From other resources we know today that he was a barbarian from the city of Murcia 

who emigrated to Chicago and worked as a psychiatrist and teacher at a hospital called Rush 

University for a number of years but he was accused of corrupting the minds of the youths as 

was asked to resign from his position. In an email found from one of his associates at we 

learned that after an initial crisis, his mental health continued to deteriorate and retired to an 

ascetic life in the streets of New York. He was often seen talking to the pidgeons and the plants 

at the site of the old Seneca Village in Central Park and at Socrates Sculpture Park in Queens. A 

document recovered from the electronic medical records of the Bronx Hospital we know now 

that he died of pneumonia in a subway station during a cold winter with the sole companion of 

his flea infested dog that was soon sacrificed by the public sanitation authorities. Drusus is 

likely a fictive character since at that time it was considered a pagan name in the Christian 

societies.  
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Drusus’s dialogue attempts to elucidate what kind of the relationship should we as 

humans have with The Other.   

The Dialogue 

Fernando 

The winter had arrived late but strong in Chicago. With glimpses of the good old 

psychedelic years, that week Pink Floyd’s singer and guitarrist David Gilmour had given a 

fascinating concert at The United Center. At the same stadium, a mature but still outstanding 

Pau Gasol struggled with the Bulls to make it to the playoffs. That night I was leaving the 

United Center after seeing the Bulls lose big and met my friend Drusus with the intention of 

exercising the brain a little with some philosophy and some beer. A few steps away from the 

stadium, an Uber driver picked us up and took us to Big Star. Definitely a must for those who 

resist the obvious developmental expectation in an agonizing attempt to be cool and hip. The 

Big Star was famous for its micheladas, margaritas and its variety of tacos, not to forget the 

queso fundido, in my opinion the star dish of the restaurant. As it was pretty cold Drusus opted 

for a marguerita. Me instead, knowing how fast they hit the brain and that I had to work on the 

following day, took less risk and ordered a michelada.  

- My dear friend Drusus, I noticed today we have had long discussions about the different 

approaches taken by humans to explain the metaphysical world. We talked about polytehism, 

Semitic approaches, the old theory of reincarnation, other non-anthropocentric views and even 

about how some native american cultures explain the existence beyond our senses but I have 

come today to the realization that we never discussed the relationship with the Other.  

- Drusus: What do you mean Fernando? I was under the impression that we talk about that all 

the time. Last week for example, after that tasty paella with a bottle of Juan Gil, if I don’t 

remember badly, we talked about why many humans seem always frustrated in their lives 

because they have specific expectations from the others. As these don’t occur at the time they 

were expecting, I remember you saying, they fail to see the many other things they are 

receiving. Therefore, they often get frustrated as they ignore all the good things they receive 

from many others.  

- Fernando: No Drusus, but that is not what I was referring to today. I did not intend to talk 

about relationships.  

- Drusus: Then Fernando, what other that relationships would you like talk about when referring 

to the other? Do you want to talk about the Lacanian big Other and the unspoken rules in 

Society? Or perhaps you want to talk about the Kleinian relationship with the objects? 
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- Fernando: No, I did not intend to talk about Lacan either, or about object-relations. 

- Drusus: Oh! Fernando! Then, if you do not want to talk about human relationships, neither the 

Lacanian relation with the Big Other, what do you mean by the relationship with the other? Tell 

me Fernando! I’m intrigued now.  

- Fernando: What I meant by the relationship with the Other, my dear friend Drusus, is in fact 

the relationship that we as humans want to have with something that we have been discussing 

for long, the metaphysical.  

- Drusus: I must admit I am a little lost.  

- Fernando: Oh! Jupiter! Haven’t you noticed that we have spent long days and nights and drank 

many bottles of wine and liquor philosophizing about the different explanations that humans 

have taken on the existence that is not perceived by our senses.  

- Drusus: Agree. 

- Fernando: We have spent much time over these non-ontic arguments offered by different 

traditions. We have agreed in many things dear Drusus. For instance we agreed that all these 

different metaphysical explanations of the non-perceivable world have in common one thing. 

They all serve a similar purpose: To cope with the trauma of death.  

- Drusus: I would certainly agree with that Fernando. 

- Fernando: But today I came to the realization that while we have spent much time trying to 

identify a common denominator to the multiple explanations humans have given to the 

metaphysical. We have dedicated very little time, if any, to discuss our relationship as humans 

with the metaphysical.  

- Drusus: I think I begin to understand. I would like to propose a relationship of love with the 

metaphysical. 

- Fernando: Good point Drusus, I understand you propose love as a philosophy of life toward 

other objects 

- Drusus: Yes indeed Fernando 

- Fernando: In that case Drusus, you would agree that you are offering a Semitic approach to 

our relationship with the metaphysical. In that case you propose a similar relationship with the 

methaphysical that the kind of relationship Semitic religions such as the Jews, Christians and 

Muslims want to have with God and with other humans.  
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- Drusus: You could say that. 

- Fernando: Similarly, we should also love beings that cannot display emotions such as the 

plants and the insects. 

- Drusus: That seems certainly true. 

- Fernando: In that sense we should love also inanimate objects such as the gold, the silver, and 

the money. 

- Drusus: Agree  

- Fernando: And we should love the feces, the blood and the pus. 

- Drusus: Some Catholic Saints have stated that.  

- Fernando: Even the disease, the plages, and the wars should be loved too Drusus. 

- Drusus: According to the Semitic tradition God’s will should always be accepted without 

resignation. 

- Fernando: Well but don’t you realize dear Drusus, that all the things we just mentioned have 

the same thing in common? Something that the metaphysical does not share with any of the 

other things we have mentioned? 

- Drusus: What Fernando? 

- Fernando: All of them have in common that can be represented in the mind.  

- Drusus: Some people claim to love God. 

- Fernando: Oh! Drusus! But most humans have a rather antropocentric idea of God. In fact, 

many humans refer to him as The Father, The Creator, or The First Motor. 

- Drusus: True, all of them are ideas about God. 

- Fernando: Others instead deny the existence of God, or get angry with him when they lose a 

family member or suffer disgrace. 

- Drusus: Indeed. 

- Fernando: The metaphysical, in contrast, cannot be perceived and represented in the mind. 

Therefore it could not be loved nor hated. 

- Drusus: I think these margaritas are affecting my ability to follow your conversation. 
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Fernando 

At that time we realized it was 2 am and we both had to work the next day. We had 

enjoyed the conversation but we were aware that we probably had seemed ridiculous to the 

people at the bar since we had made much effort to define the relationship that we should have 

with something non-ontic, non perceivable and non-representable and we had not been able to 

agree neither to arrive to any conclusion.  
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